Members Meeting Highlights
Alejandra Reynoso (.gt)
Mar. 14th & 15th, 2017
ccNSO Meetings Programme WG

Alejandra .gt
Allan .ca
Katrina .lv
Hiro .jp
Sanna .fi
Patricio .cl
Young-Eum .kr
Peter CENTR
Svitlana .ua
Barrack AFTLD
Ondrej .cz (observer)
Eberhard .na (observer)
ccNSO Members Meeting Day 1
ccNSO Schedule: Tuesday March, 14th

11:00 - 12:00 [Hall A2]
Meeting with GAC

12:00 - 12:45 [Hall C1.2]
ccNSO appointed ICANN Board members

14:00 - 15:00 [Hall A1]
Meeting with ICANN Board

Debbie Monahan .nz
Session Chair

Chris Disspain
Mike Silber
ccNSO Schedule: Tuesday March,

Working Groups Updates

Katrina Sataki .lv
GRC WG

Annebeth Lange .no
CWG-UCTN

Giovanni Seppia .eu
SOP WG

Cristian Hesselman .nl
TLD-OPS

Ching Chiao (NomCom)
CCWG Auction Proceeds
ccNSO Schedule:

Tuesday March,

PDP: Retirement of ccTLD and Review Mechanism for the decisions on delegation, revocation and retirement of ccTLDs

Legal Forum
Law Enforcement in the DNS

Nigel Roberts
.je & .gg
Bart Boswinkel
ccNSO Secretariat

Peter Vergote
.be
Session Chair
#ccNSOcocktail - Sky Bar

Many THANKS to Norid! Happy 30th Anniversary!

Tuesday, March 14th
18:30 - 20:30 Don’t forget your printed invitation.
Maximum capacity of 120 people at a time.
ccNSO Members Meeting Day 2
Accountability Framework and Exchange of Letters

Customer Standing Committee [CSC] & Root zone Evolution Review Committee [RZERC] Updates

PTI Update
ccNSO Schedule: Wednesday, March 15th

ccTLD news
Abdalla Omari .ke
Session Chair

RO’s Updates
Peter CENTR
Session Chair

Update and next steps ICANN Accountability
Mathieu Weill .fr
Session Chair
ccNSO Schedule: Thursday, March 16th

09:00 - 10:30
Cross Community Topic
“Moving towards a data driven ICANN” [Hall A1]
Welcome to ccNSO!